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I
n 1953 the hospital, build in 1499, became a luxury

hotel providing amenities unimaginable at the time.

Called Hostal de los Reyes Catholics, it was inaugurated

in 1954, becoming an iconic building in the history of

the city of Santiago and now one of the most luxurious and

beautiful hotels in the Paradores chain. In Santiago, the destina-

tion of millions of pilgrims, rays of sunlight illuminate the

building façades in summer and the rain creates a magical

ambiance that overtakes the cobbled streets in winter. The

Parador de Santiago is a blend of history, art and tradition, the

dream of pilgrims and emblem of Santiago. It is located on

Obradoiro Square near the cathedral, creating an area of specta-

cular beauty in one of the most visited provincial capitals in the

world. A stay at this 5 star Parador means a visit to a truly

unique and exclusive location. Inside the Parador Museum, one

of the oldest hotels in the world, you will discover four beautiful

cloisters, elegant rooms, spectacular guest rooms and a luxu-

rious dining room that offers fish and meat prepared in the

Galician style, along with classic apple filloas (a type of crêpe)

and crème brûlée and traditional tarta de Santiago (almond

cake). The Hostal de los Reyes Catholics offers two equally

enticing restaurants. Restaurant dos Reyes is a historic space

housed in what was once the stables for the Royal Hospital. The

spectacular dining room is located in the building’s half-

basement, with vaulted stone ceilings and elegant décor that

make sampling their Atlantic cuisine a truly unique experience.

The other restaurant is Enxebre do Hostal, also in the building’s

basement. There is another entrance from the street a few meters

down a side street leading off Obradoiro Square. On the hotel’s

lower level, you will also find a bar in which to enjoy a drink or

an excellent cup of coffee. Both restaurants offer a menu based

on traditional Galician cuisine, with ingredients that retain their

natural flavour, prepared in an exquisite contemporary style. Yet

they all delight in dishes created using fish and seafood from

Galicia, beef and vegetables paired with traditional cheeses.

Parador de Santiago, the centre of social life, cultural and

Galician politics, is decorated with magnificent works of art

from the collections of National Heritage. In short, a beautiful

luxurious Hostal Parador worth losing your worries at least once

in lifetime whether you are a pellegrin or just a visitor of the

city.
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